GEORGE HUMMEL'S
CELEBRATED
ESSENCE OF COFFEE
Manufactured and for sale by
JEWETT & SHERMAN CO. Milwaukee, Wis.

One Box of this Essence will go far as far as four pounds of Coffee, and Coffee made by this Essence preserves perfectly the real taste of the bean Coffee, and will have a more delicate and finer color, and will be much more wholesome than pure Coffee; this essence will also be clear without requiring anything to clarify it.

Approved by Dr. Booth and Dr. Chilton, two of the first practical Chemists in the United States, also by several other prominent Chemists.

$5,000 Reward will be given, if any Essence of Coffee is as pure as this.
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To make a half gallon of middling strong Coffee, take one tablespoonful of ground Coffee and a half tea-spoonful of this Essence, and boil the Coffee as desired; more or less quantity of Coffee must be made after this proportion; for very strong Coffee, take some more of this Essence.
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